
Future Accelerator 
Projects

the Future Circular Collider and how it can 
be used as an engaging context to help 

achieve school curriculum objectives.



KEY IDEAS

•Compare current accelerator technologies with 
proposed technologies by applying basic physics 
principles (eg Lorentz Force and relativistic dilation)

•Understand that new scientific knowledge requires the 
development of new technologies

•Understand the importance of international 
collaboration when investing in ‘big science’ projects.



Potential student conceptions and 
challenges

•Particles will be FASTER!

•Science is all about doing lame experiments



Relativistic proton mass dilation:
discuss or
provide the value - depending on the curriculum

Doing the Maths



calculation of

magnetic flux density

optional: discuss shape

of FCC in more detail

compare FCC with LHC

discuss technological challenges

Problem example calculation of

centripetal force



ADVANCES IN ACCELERATOR 
TECHNOLOGY

•Student groups research 
different accelerator projects 
of the past, present and future.

•List of accelerators provided?

•Student predict the beyond!



FCC PROJECT PROPOSAL

•Students role play as a team of scientists 
preparing and delivering an FCC Project 
Proposal to a board of politicians.

• Guide questions like ‘What fundamental 
science will the new project be studying? 
What applications may arise from the 
project? What are the technical problems 
that need to be overcome? 

•film and edit  presentation.

• resource list provided for students.



The Rebel Alliance

A collaboration 
of different 

nations coming 
together to 

defeat the Dark 
Side



The CERN Alliance

A collaboration 
of different 

nations coming 
together to 
discover the 
Dark Energy





SESAME – Synchrotron Light Source in 
the Middle East

•A collaborative 
organisation that follows 
the example of CERN
•Member states are 
Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, 
Israel, Jordan, Pakistan, 
The Palestinian Authority, 
and Turkey

‘Apart from providing new scientific knowledge, what do you think is another 
important aspect of the SESAME collaboration between these countries?’



Just how big is it?

• Students reconstruct a scale 
diagram of the FCC on a map 
of their own region. 

• Manipulation of the 
circumference formula and 
interpreting scales. 

https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/brisbane+qld/@-27.3818631,152.7130055,10z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x6b91579aac93d233:0x402a35af3deaf40!8m2!3d-27.4697707!4d153.0251235

